
by Montana Colors A line of aerosol products destined for more spe-
cialized use. A dozen of new tools created as backup to our 94 and Hardcore color 
ranges. 94 Specialty 400ml Cans are all Low Pressure Matte Sprays 
that come with a #MD1000232 Transparent Universal Cap.

Due to technical reasons this color 
chart might not reproduce the real 
colors. © Montana Colors S.L. 2015. 
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MT EXO140600M
FLUORESCENT YELLOW

MT EXO140601M
FLUORESCENT ORANGE

MT EXO140602M
FLUORESCENT RED

MT EXO140603M
FLUORESCENT FUCHSIA

MT EXO140605M
FLUORESCENT BLUE

MT EXO140604M
FLUORESCENT GREEN

FLUORESCENTS
Fluorescent spraypaint is well-known for it’s bright colors, and reaction with black-light (UV lights). Use Fluor on a 

light-background, for best covering results. Long exposure to daylight, fades the brightness of the Fluorescent 
colors. Low Pressure Matte Spray. Modified Alkyd Enamel. 

MT EX014S0579
POLTERGEIST

GLOW IN THE DARK SPRAY PAINT
Photoluminescent acrylic paint with pigments that charge quickly when 

exposed to light, and glow in the dark for a long period of time.
Low Pressure Matte Spray. Modified Alkyd Enamel.

MT EX0149310M
AIR WHITE

MT EX0149311M
SHADOW BLACK

MT EX0148317M
JUDEA BROWN

MT EX0146318M
BREEZE GREEN

MT EX0140330M
ATMOSPHERE BLUE

MT EX0140303M
AURA VILOET

MT EX0143320M
SOUL RED

MT EX0142304M
HAZE ORANGE

MT EX0141321M
ETHEREAL YELLOW

SPECTROS
 Transparent paint, covers less, so you can see the colors, or artwork underneath. Use the Espectros to 

boost other colors, or create incredible depth or fades and relief textures. Spraying a transparant color on 
top of another color, gives a whole new sensation. The black and white transparants are very easy to use 

to give an extra dimension in your work. Low Pressure Matte Spray. Modified Alkyd Enamel.

MT EXO14S9011C
BLACK

MT EXO14S9010C
WHITE

MT EXO14S4010C
MAGENTA

MT EXO14S0030C
ELECTRIC BLUE

MT EXO14S6018C
VALLEY GREEN

MT EXO14S1021C
LIGHT YELLOW

MT EXO14S2004C
ORANGE

MT EXO14S3020C 
LIGHT RED

CHALK
The new removable paint ‘Color Chalk’,are 8 highly opaque, matte colors designed specially for tempora-
ry application. Its formulation allows the paint to dry quickly to the touch without leaving loose pigment 
dust. For its removal we recommend scrubbing with a damp cloth or pressurized water, this way making 

for an easy cleanup. Low Pressure Matte Spray. Water-Soluble Resin.

MT EXO14S0907
SYNTHETIC MATT

MT EXO14S0920
ACRYLIC MATT

MT EXO14S0904
SYNTHETIC SATIN

MT EXO14S0909
ACRYLIC SATIN

MT EXO14S0900
SYNTHETIC GLOSS

MT EXO14S0908
ACRYLIC GLOSS

ACRYLIC VARNISHES
For protection and enhancement. Fast 

drying, thermoplastic acrylic and vinylic 
resin-based varnish.

SYNTHETIC VARNISHES
For protection and enhancement. Alkyd 

varnish protector over fast drying.

MT EXO14S0998
MATT LACQUER

MT EX014S0802
94 SOLVENT

SOLVENT
Easily gets rid of paint where you don’t want it. On walls, 

metal, plastic, even clothing. Great for cleaning caps, simply 
put a used cap on the can of solvent before the paint dries, 
and purge the cap for a couple of seconds to clear the cap 

of any paint, and the cap will be good to use again. No more 
clogged caps! Solvent can also be used to thin your spray 

paint, and clean brushes which you’ve used with spray paint.

MATT FIXATIVE
LACQUER

 Protection and fixation of 
materials like for example 
charcoal or pastel colors. 

perfectly made for durable 
sealing on canvas etc.

MT EXO14S0801
CONTACT ADHESIVE

CONTACT
ADHESIVE

Sensitive contact adhe-
sive spray for multiple 
types of usage. Long 

permanency, not reloca-
table. Highly adhesive. 

Non-removable.

MT EXO14S0914
PLASTIC PRIMER

PRIMERS
PLASTIC

Prepares and primes surfaces 
to be able to paint more ade-
quately. Anchor primer based 
on a solution of special addi-
tives that provide adhesion to 

(Polypropylene) PP.

MT EXO14S1054
PAINT STRIPPER

PAINT
STRIPPER

 For preparing and cle-
aning paint stains of 1k 
on many surfaces effor-
tlessly before painting. A 
highly corrosive product. 
Chlorides free remover.

MT EXO14S1043
POLYSTYRENE/METAL PRIMER

PRIMERS
POLYSTYRENE
Grey acrylic primer that 

brings to expanded polys-
tyrene surfaces a protection 

that allows post-painted 
with solvent based paints. 

Doesn’t content lead.


